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IndianOil-Adani JV to invest B C Tripathi denied third
`9,600 cr in city gas projects term as CMD of GAIL
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Will build infrastructure for retailing CNG to cars and PNG to households in 10 cities
OUR CORRESPONDENT
NEW DELHI: Indian Oil Corp
(IOC) and its partner Adani
Gas Ltd will invest about Rs
9,600 crore in rolling out infrastructure for retailing CNG to
automobiles and piped natural
gas to household kitchens in 10
cities for which they recently
won licences for, the stateowned firm said on Monday.
The two firms in 2013 had
incorporated a 50:50 joint
venture company, IndianOilAdani Gas Pvt Ltd (IOAGPL),
for implementation of city gas
distribution (CGD) projects in
various cities in the country.
Over the years, IndianOilAdani Gas Pvt Ltd participated
in various bid rounds for city
gas licence conducted by Petroleum and Natural Gas Regulatory Board (PNGRB). It as on
date has licences for 19 geographical areas (GAs), IOC said
in a notice to shareholders.
The notice was to seek
shareholder nod for providing
corporate guarantees to banks
on behalf of IOAGPL furnish-

ing of performance bank guarantees to PNGRB to fulfil the
licence conditions.
"In line with PNGRB regulations, authorization to the
successful entity is issued by
PNGRB only after the entity
submits Performance Bank
Guarantee (PBG) from any
scheduled bank for a predetermined amount for specific GA," IOC said in the
notice.
Shareholders will vote on
the proposal at IOC's annual
general meeting (AGM) in
Mumbai on August 28.

AI may hit corporate
culture, say directors
OUR CORRESPONDENT
MUMBAI: As artificial intelligence (AI) gets more traction in the everyday running
of organizations, a little over
two-thirds of industry honchos
of a study are a worried about
the potential negative impact of
this technology on their corporate culture.
Those polled hold are
CEO/directors type employees and recognise that gains
from AI can be offset by losses,
at least in part, if the resulting
impact on their corporate culture disengages their employees, claims talent development
solutions provider Dale Carnegie in a survey.
The online poll was carried
out among 3,500 CEOs/ directors across a range of industries
spanning 11 countries. "Today
success depends on humanmachine partnerships.

Leaders should focus on
building trust, providing
transparency and building
confidence in their workforce to evolve along with the
changing way of work. Trust
and transparency will go a
long way in bringing more
people into decision making
processes and helping employees approach AI with a positive attitude," Dale Carnegie
India chairperson and managing director Pallavi Jha said
in the report.
Achieving the full potential of AI depends on the successful partnership between
humans and machines, it adds.
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City gas distribution (CGD)
projects, which entail retailing CNG to automobiles and
marketing piped natural gas to
household kitchens for cooking
as well as to industries for use
as fuel, are typically long duration projects wherein demand
build-up is gradual and revenue generation becomes appreciable only in the later years.
"IOAGPL is still in process
of development of CGD Projects in its authorized GAs,"
IOC said.
"Currently, projects in 8
GAs have been commissioned

(viz. Chandigarh, Allahabad,
Panipat, Daman, Udhamsingh
Nagar, Ernakulam, Dharwad,
and Bulandshahr) and South
Goa GA will be commissioned shortly. During 201819, IOAGPL won 10 more GAs
and development of CGD Project in these GAs would require
capital expenditure of Rs 9,600
crore (approx.) to meet the
committed bid numbers."
The funding required for
capital expenditure has to be
met from equity contribution/
debt financing, it said.
"The revenue from the
commissioned GAs is currently insufficient to handle
huge financial commitment
in the form of capex to achieve
committed targets. IOAGPL
would continue to participate
in bidding for CGD Projects
in the future, and in the event
of emerging successful, it may
seek promoters' assistance to
provide required corporate
guarantees (CGs) in favour of
banks for issuance of PBGs to
PNGRB on behalf IOAGPL,"
the notice said.

PowerGrid organized the Akhil Bharatiya Rajbhasha Sammelan at
Udaipur

OUR CORRESPONDENT
CHANDIGARH: E-commerce major Amazon on
Monday said its seller base
has crossed the 5 lakh mark in
the country boosted by various India-first innovations and
traders from small cities and
towns. The e-tailer has crossed
the mark in its more than five
years of operations in the country, an official said.
"The seller base has crossed
the five-lakh mark," Amazon
India Vice President (Seller
Services) Gopal Pillai said,
while attributing the rise in
seller base to various India-first
innovations, which encouraged
sellers' participation, especially
from tier-II, and -III.
He was speaking on the
sidelines of an event to launch
products by Ludhiana-based
Trident Limited on Amazon's
global marketplace as a part of
Amazon's Global Selling Programme (AGSP).

"We hope it inspires thousands of other manufacturers
and brand owners across Punjab to come and take advantage
of this platform, he said.
Amazon is providing transparent and level playing field
to all the producers and giving them opportunity to showcase their products across the
globe, Trident Group Chairman Rajinder Gupta said.
"More than 80 per cent of
the global sellers are coming
from tier-II and -III cities, particularly from manufacturing
zones like Surat, Ludhiana and
Lucknow. We are also seeing
lot of B2B manufacturers com-

ing into B2C and succeeding,"
Pillai said. Punjab Education
Minister Vijay Inder Singla said
the state's famous Phulkari and
handicraft items should also
be marketed on e-commerce
portals.
He said that e-commerce
portals are lucrative platforms
for Indian sellers to engage
with global audiences.
"They have huge sales
potential and entail minimal marketing cost. In order
to promote the sales of local
handicrafts, they should also
be showcased on such platforms," he said.
The minister said he will

DLF Q1 profit gallops over
two-fold to `414.72 crore

NEW DELHI: Realty major
DLF on Monday reported over
two-fold jump in its consolidated net profit at Rs 414.72
crore for the quarter ending
June despite a fall in revenue.
Its net profit stood at Rs 172.77
crore in the year-ago period.
Total income, however,
declined to Rs 1,540.95 crore
during the April-June quarter
of this fiscal from Rs 1,657.67
crore in the corresponding
period of the previous year, the
company said in a regulatory
filing. The company reported
an exceptional income of Rs
296.51 crore, which helped in a
significant rise in its net profit.
The company's net sales bookings stood at Rs 705 crore in the
June quarter.

In a statement, DLF said
that promoters infused the last
tranche of funds amounting to
Rs 2,250 crore into the company in the last quarter.
"With a total infusion of Rs
11,250 crore, this is one of the
largest infusion by promoters
in an Indian company. DLF has
now successfully completed the
entire process of transformation of its balance sheet," it
added. With a strong balance
sheet and completion of all legacy projects, DLF said it would
now focus on monetisation of
its completed inventory as well

as create the future pipeline of
projects to fuel growth.
The company said that sales
numbers are on an uptick, with
luxury sales doing better.
"Our strategy of build and
sell has worked out to be a successful one. Given the overhang
owing to numerous factors, the
markets are expected to lean
towards developments which
are either complete or at
advanced stages of completion
and mitigate various risks perceived to be attached to underconstruction projects," it said.
"Given this belief, the company has embarked on the
development of new asset
build-out at select marquee
locations, in both residential
and commercial segments,"
said Ashok Tyagi, Wholetime
Director of DLF.

raise the issue with the chief
minister. "This would promote
exports and help the smallscale industry in Punjab to
grow," he said.
Pillai said through AGSP,
Indian exporters can showcase their product range "on
our 12 international marketplaces, and can also embark
on a successful and profitable
e-commerce journey that adds
global scale to their businesses
and expands market reach.
"Through this programme,
we want to bring more and
more Indian brands and
MSMEs on board to unleash
the potential of 'Make in India'
initiative, by enabling e-commerce exports and providing
global customer access, he said.
Clocking USD 1 billion dollar in cumulative exports till
now, AGSP is expected to generate USD 5 billion in cumulative export sales by 2023 for
Indian exporters enrolled in
this programme, he said.

NEW DELHI: The Reserve
Bank of India (RBI) might not
provide any relief to people
from pesky telecallers from
Non Banking Financial Companies (NBFCs) offering loans
as it said they create "awareness" about their products and
banning them may not be the
"ideal way out", according to an
RTI response.
In a note sheet made public under the RTI, the Reserve
Bank of India (RBI) said the
"onus should be on the borrower" to exercise "due diligence" and understand the
terms and conditions before
availing loans offered through
such calls.
The banking regulator

has also rejected suggestions
given by RTI activist Subhash Agrawal on operations
of NBFCs, like to ban calls luring customers for unsecured
loans, capping interest rates
and putting a ban on financing of NBFCs by banks.
Agrawal, who had raised
these concerns on the government's online grievance portal
'Centralized Public Grievance

Redress and Monitoring System (CPGRAMS)', recently
filed an RTI to know what
action had been taken on his
suggestions.
"NBFCs lure people
through mobile calls for granting unsecured loans on post
dated cheques or banking
instructions for auto electronic
clearing. When borrowers are
not able to pay they are tortured," he had said.
The RTI activist had suggested that unsecured loans
and mobile calls to people for
such loans should be banned
or terms and conditions should
be regulated so that these may
not become suicidal for borrowers in case of difficulties.
In response to his application, the RBI provided the note

lenging times in project management. He was the youngest
chairman of a PSU when he
in August 2009 took over as
the head of GAIL and is the
longest-serving one of a major
PSU.
During his 10 year tenure,
GAIL saw three-fold growth
in turnover to over Rs 74,000
crore, doubling of profit to over
Rs 9,000 crore, a three-time
growth in asset base and about
two-and-half times growth in
market cap to around Rs 78,000
crore. GAIL is now virtually a
debt-free company.
From aggressive foray into
city gas business and striking
Henry Hub linked LNG import
deals, he is also credited with
leading GAIL's transformation

into the league Global Top 10
gas majors with his aggressive
globalisation moves and opening up of GAIL offices in the
US, Singapore, and Myanmar.
The Department of Personnel and Training (DoPT) has
communicated to the Petroleum Ministry the decision of
the Appointments Committee
of the Cabinet (ACC), which
was seized of the issue after
Oil Minister Dharmendra
Pradhan had recommended
an extension early this year,
they said.
DoPT, however, did not
give any reasons for denying
Tripathi an extension, they
added. According to sources,
the order noted that the
senior-most director of GAIL
be appointed as interim Chairman and Managing Director
till a full-time head is selected.
Director
(Projects)
Ashutosh Karnatak is the
senior-most director on GAIL
board and is likely to named
interim chairman. Some
months back, the ACC had
approved an extension of Karnatak's tenure by 16 months
till his superannuation age of
60 years to be achieved in June
2020.

B Ganeshan takes over as
AFC managing director
OUR CORRESPONDENT
NEW DELHI: B Ganeshan
has taken charge as MD of
AFC India Ltd (Formerly,
Agricultural Finance Corporation). AFC is a National
level premier multi-disciplinary consultancy and technical
support organization established way back in the year
1968 wholly owned by Commercial Banks, NABARD and
EXIMBank. AFC is a deemed
Government Company and
its accounts are audited by the
Comptroller and Auditor General of India (CAG).
Prior to this appointment,
Ganesban was serving as Officer on Special Duty (OSD)
in the Ministry of Finance,
Govt. of India. He has served
for over 22 years in NABARD
as well as various Ministries
of Government of India viz.
Ministry of Power, Ministry of

Urban Development & Poverty Alleviation, Ministry of
Road Transport & Highways,
Ministry of Shipping and other
premier National level institutions in senior administrative
capacities.
He also had a stint as
Regional Manager in Agriculture Insurance Co. of India
(AIC), an apex institution
established by Govt. of India,
leading four important states
viz.,.Punjab, Haryana, Himachal Pradesh and Jammu &
Kashmir.

RS passes IBC amendment, restores
lenders’ primacy in insolvency cases
OUR CORRESPONDENT
NEW DELHI: The Rajya
Sabha on Monday approved
amending the three-year-old
Insolvency and Bankruptcy
Code (IBC), providing clarity about preference to secured
lenders over operational creditors and giving lenders explicit
authority over distribution of
proceeds of auction of loan
defaulting companies.
Replying to a debate on the
Insolvency and Bankruptcy
Code (Amendment) Bill 2019,
Finance Minister Nirmala Sitharaman said the changes being
brought in now are in response
to events that eroded legislative
intent of the IBC.
She referred to the Essar
Steel insolvency case where the
lenders and operational creditors have been treated at par by
the bankruptcy court for distribution of auction proceeds.
The amendments give com-

Banning pesky calls from NBFCs
may not be logical, opines RBI
OUR CORRESPONDENT

The Punjab National Bank MD & CEO called on Finance Minister
Nirmala Sitharaman and apprised her on the bank’s progress in
various areas

NEW DELHI: The government has declined Bhuwan
Chandra Tripathi, the country's longest-serving head of a
major PSU, a third extension
as Chairman and Managing
Director of India's biggest natural gas firm GAIL India Ltd,
sources said.
Tripathi, 59, who was the
youngest person to become
a chairman of an oil and gas
PSU in August 2009, completes
his second five-year term on
July 31 and was eligible for an
extension till his date of superannuation on January 31 next
year.
Sources said the government has, however, declined
an extension. While no official reason has been given for
the denial of extension, he was
the person who stood between
plans of splitting GAIL into two
by hiving-off gas pipeline or the
marketing business into a separate unit for a possible sale to a
strategic investor.
Widely rated as one of the
finest CEOs in the petroleum
sector in the country, Tripathi is credited with steering the
GAIL through several chal-

Amazon crosses 5 lakh seller base in India

OUR CORRESPONDENT

NHPC CMD Balraj Joshi presenting a bouquet to Sikkim Chief Minister
Prem Singh Tamang (Golay)

Considering an estimated
average value of Rs 25 crore
for PBG per GA, IOAGPL
may require promoters' support for the issuance of CGs
worth Rs 200 crore. IOAGPL
being a 50:50 JV, IOC's share
for extending such CGs would
be Rs 100 crore, the company
said.
"Considering the anticipated growth in activities of
IOAGPL, it is proposed to
appoint one of the whole-time
Director of IOC as a part-time
nominee director on the Board
of IOAGPL," the notice said.
As per provisions of Section 185 of the Companies
Act, 2013, if a Director on
IOC board is also a Director
on Board of IOAGPL, which
is a private limited company,
then the state-owned firm can
provide loans or issue CGs in
favour of banks on behalf of
the joint venture. This, however, is possible only upon
approval by the shareholders of IOC through a special
resolution passed at a general
meeting.

OUR CORRESPONDENT

sheet and gave reasons to reject
his suggestion.
"As regards, banning
mobile calls for luring customers for loans, telephone and
mobile calls are a general marketing and advertising tactic
deployed by NBFCs.
"In the process, it also creates awareness about various
products, their features for the
customers," the policy wing of
the RBI's central office noted.
It said it is "debateable" if customers are compelled by such
calls to take loans.
On the unsecured loans
issue, the RBI said they are
typically offered for medical
emergencies, education and
marriages among others where
the "loan ticket" size is not very
high.

mittee of creditors of a loan
defaulting company explicit
authority over the distribution
of proceeds in the resolution
process and fixes a firm timeline of 330 days for resolving
cases referred to the IBC.
These are in response to
"newer challenges coming up,"
she said adding the government speedily came up with
the amendments in response to
the situation developing.
The National Company Law
Appellate Tribunal (NCLAT)
had recently ruled in the Essar
Steel Ltd's case that the Com-

mittee of Creditors (CoC) had
no role in distribution of claims
and brought lenders (financial
creditors) and vendors (operational creditors) on a par.
The government is amending IBC as "very serious interpretative problems were
coming," she said referring to
the Essar Steel insolvency case.
The amendment now
equate distribution of amounts
under a resolution plan with
the manner it's allowed in case
of liquidation, maintaining
the hierarchy of lenders. The
change will be retrospective,
making it applicable for ongoing cases.
She quoted Supreme Court
judgement to say that defaulters paradise is lost through
IBC. Amendments are clarificatory in nature and the "intent
of the government is maximisation of value while simultaneously adhering to strict
timelines," she said.

